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Abstract. The late Taro Takahashi (Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory (LDEO), Columbia University) and
colleagues provided the first near-global monthly air–sea CO2 flux climatology in Takahashi et al. (1997), based
on available surface water partial pressure of CO2 measurements. This product has been a benchmark for up-
take of CO2 in the ocean. Several versions have been provided since, with improvements in procedures and
large increases in observations, culminating in the authoritative assessment in Takahashi et al. (2009a, b). Here
we provide and document the last iteration using a greatly increased dataset (SOCATv2022) and determining
fluxes using air–sea partial pressure differences as a climatological reference for the period 1980–2021 (Fay et
al., 2023, https://doi.org/10.25921/295g-sn13). The resulting net flux for the open ocean region is estimated as
−1.79±0.7 Pg C yr−1, which compares well with other global mean flux estimates. While global flux results are
consistent, differences in regional means and seasonal amplitudes are discussed. Consistent with other studies,
we find the largest differences in the data-sparse southeast Pacific and Southern Ocean.

Key points.

– An updated surface water CO2 climatology for 1980–2021 is
created using the SOCAT database, following procedures of
Takahashi et al. (2009a, b).

– A net air–sea CO2 flux of−1.79±0.7 Pg C yr−1 is determined
for near-global ocean coverage.

1 Introduction

As of the start of the 2020s, atmospheric carbon dioxide
(CO2) levels exceed 415 ppm on an annual basis, and the
continued growth of the atmospheric reservoir represents a
major societal concern due to the impact on the radiative
balance of the atmosphere. Warming and associated envi-
ronmental changes including sea level rise and ocean acid-

ification have adverse effects on countless aspects of terres-
trial and marine ecosystems, which in turn impact the air–
sea exchange of CO2 and the trajectory of the atmospheric
CO2 levels. The annual assessment by the Global Carbon
Project (Friedlingstein et al., 2022) estimated that net global
ocean carbon uptake was nearly 3.0 Pg C per year, which cor-
responds to about a quarter of the total annual emissions
(the total anthropogenic CO2 emission, including the ce-
ment carbonation sink, was estimated at 10.9±0.8 Pg C yr−1)
(Friedlingstein et al., 2022). Given the importance of the
ocean as a CO2 sink, it is essential to continuously monitor
changes and improve our understanding of the ocean’s role
in the global carbon cycle.

Over the last several decades, multiple approaches based
on atmospheric and oceanic observations have been devel-
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oped to measure the impact of the ocean on the global
CO2 cycle. These approaches include atmospheric inversions
(Feng et al., 2019), global atmospheric O2/N2 (Manning
and Keeling, 2006), 13C measurements (Quay et al., 1992;
Tans et al., 1993), ocean inventory approaches (Gruber et
al., 2023), and the measurement of surface ocean and at-
mospheric CO2 (Takahashi et al., 1993). All methods work
towards the goal of elucidating the net flux of CO2 from
the atmosphere into the ocean. These different approaches
have multiple advantages and disadvantages, depending on
the time and spatial scale of interest. Directly measuring sur-
face ocean and atmospheric CO2 levels has the advantage,
given sufficient measurements, of deriving spatial and tem-
poral variability over the ocean surface on short temporal
and spatial scales. This method provides valuable insights
into key processes driving the uptake and emissions of car-
bon when combined with our understanding of ocean physics
and biological activity.

The surface ocean and atmospheric CO2 approach lever-
ages available observations and the dynamic sea–air gradi-
ent between the partial pressure of carbon dioxide (pCO2)
in the surface ocean (pCOoce

2 ) and the overlying atmosphere
(pCOatm

2 ), known as the delta pCO2 (1pCO2) and typically
defined as pCOoce

2 −pCOatm
2 . This difference is the thermo-

dynamic driving force for the transfer of CO2 into (nega-
tive) and out of (positive) the ocean. On average, the 1pCO2
across the global oceans is becoming increasingly negative
as atmospheric CO2 levels steadily rise, leading to an in-
creasing carbon sink. Limited regions around the globe are
sources of CO2 to the atmosphere, including the equatorial
Pacific Ocean and other areas of persistent upwelling.

The late Taro Takahashi was a leader in efforts to charac-
terize the air–sea CO2 flux through the design and deploy-
ment of pCO2 systems throughout the global oceans, and
perhaps most importantly, Takahashi was a leader in efforts
to assemble, evaluate, and construct global ocean climatolo-
gies from available pCOoce

2 datasets. Building on early col-
laborative work looking at ocean sources and sinks of carbon
(Tans et al., 1990), many versions of the ocean pCO2 clima-
tology have been presented in the literature (Takahashi et al.,
1997, 2002, 2009a, 2014), henceforth referred to as T-1997,
T-2002, T-2009a, and T-2014. The climatologies have been
highly utilized and cited by carbon cycle researchers from
around the world and form a basis for current advancements
in quantifying the ocean carbon sink.

Here, we present an updated near-global climatological
mean distribution and net sea–air CO2 flux which represent
the mean of ocean conditions over the last 4 decades. This
climatology is unique compared to other advanced machine
learning approaches (e.g., Rödenbeck et al., 2015) in that it
interpolates in time and space using only the available pCO2
data rather than using proxy variables for gap filling. This
difference in methodology provides a valuable alternative ap-
proach to the ongoing effort to characterize the global ocean
carbon sink. This benchmark is critical for global carbon as-

sessments, notably the Regional Carbon Cycle Assessment
and Processes (RECCAP2; DeVries et al., 2023) effort.

Building on previous work by Takahashi and colleagues,
we employ the same time–space interpolation method used in
the previous versions of the Takahashi climatology (e.g., T-
2002, T-2009a, and T-2014) to create the climatology. How-
ever, here we use the Surface Ocean CO2 Atlas (SOCAT)
v2022 database (Bakker et al., 2016, 2022) rather than the
LDEO database curated by Taro Takahashi. We use the SO-
CAT database for this update because it is the most compre-
hensive database of available observations from international
research groups. We have included the climatology produced
using the most recent LDEO database (LDEOv2019; Taka-
hashi et al., 2021) with data extending to 2019 in the figures
and text in the Supplement, but our main findings will focus
on the results from the SOCAT database.

2 Data

2.1 SOCAT database

The SOCAT database was first released in 2011 (Pfeil et al.,
2013) and is updated annually (Bakker et al., 2016). Obser-
vations are reported as values of fugacity of CO2 (f CO2) in
micro-atmospheres (µatm), along with a collection of ancil-
lary data including concurrent observations such as sea sur-
face temperature (SST) (more accurately the ship intake tem-
perature), temperature of equilibration, salinity, and sea level
pressure at the time of equilibration. The SOCAT database
also includes supplemental variables with values interpo-
lated from gridded global datasets such as satellite SST and
National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) sea
level pressure. The database restricts the included data to
only observations that are measured in near-continuous op-
eration or in discrete samples with an equilibrator system.
This means that it does not include f CO2 values that are
calculated from other ocean carbon measurements includ-
ing dissolved inorganic carbon, total alkalinity, and/or pH.
For this analysis, we select SOCAT data from cruises with
flags A–D and observations with a World Ocean Circula-
tion Experiment (WOCE) flag of 2 (Pfeil et al., 2013). More
information on the SOCAT database is available in Bakker
et al. (2016); current and previous releases are available to
download at https://www.socat.info/index.php/data-access/
(last access: 18 September 2023).

The SOCAT database (Bakker et al., 2016) is the largest
and most widely used collection of quality-controlled f CO2
data with over twice the number of observations included
in the latest LDEO database (LDEOv2019). In this work,
we utilize the SOCATv2022 release which includes over
33.7 million observations spanning the years 1957 through
to 2021 (https://doi.org/10.25921/1h9f-nb73, last access:
15 July 2022, Bakker et al., 2022). We use observations be-
ginning in 1980 due to limited metadata available for earlier
observations. This time restriction eliminates only 24 786 ob-
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servations or less than 0.1 % of the total number of observa-
tions included in the SOCATv2022 release. We also exclude
coastal observations collected within 100 km of land similar
to past LDEO climatologies, which reduces the total num-
ber observations utilized to just over 21.3 million. Unlike past
LDEO climatologies, this climatology does not exclude ob-
servations collected in the equatorial Pacific during El Niño
periods.

2.2 fCO2 vs. pCO2

For this climatology, we report values of the fugacity of car-
bon dioxide (f CO2) rather than pCO2. The f CO2 is equal
to the pCO2 corrected for non-ideality of CO2 solubility in
water using the virial equation of state (Weiss, 1974). The fu-
gacity correction for surface water is 0.996 and 0.997 at 0 and
30 °C, respectively (Dickson et al., 2007), or 0.7 to 1.2 µatm
lower than the corresponding pCO2, and it depends primar-
ily on temperature for the conversion, although pressure is
also included in the conversion equation. It is now common
practice in the observational community to present observed
values as f CO2, and this option has been endorsed by the
IOCCP (International Ocean Carbon Coordination Project).
The correction of pCOoce

2 and corresponding pCOatm
2 val-

ues to f CO2 is practically identical such that the resulting
1f CO2 is always within 0.1 µatm compared to the corre-
sponding 1pCO2. As a result, this difference will not have a
meaningful impact on air–sea flux calculations. Only at ele-
vated f CO2 levels, such as those in the subsurface ocean, is
the difference between f CO2 and pCO2 significant. There-
fore, the shift in this climatology from pCO2 to f CO2 sim-
ply aligns this updated climatology with current community
best practices. This choice avoids conversions given that the
SOCAT database reports f CO2 values.

2.3 Distribution of measurements

At present, the SOCAT database relies on voluntary submis-
sion of quality-controlled data from over 100 scientists. The
number of observations has increased significantly over the
past decades, facilitated by a now-automated data submis-
sion process. Even with this increase in observations, there
are only a few regions over the global oceans where f COoce

2
has been systematically monitored over multiple decades at
nearly the same location (Bakker et al., 2016; Bates et al.,
2014; Landschützer et al., 2016, Fig. 1). Of the observations
considered in this analysis, spanning years 1980–2021, only
1.4 % of the monthly 1° by 1° global ocean grid cells have
measured values. Most of the data (65 %) were collected
since 2010.

An additional challenge to global monitoring efforts is that
observations are not collected consistently throughout the
annual cycle in many locations around the globe, thus re-
quiring considerable interpolation to produce a full seasonal
climatology. Much of the ocean contains data collected in

Figure 1. (a) Total number of months with at least one observation
in each 1° grid cell in the SOCATv2022 database for years 1980–
2021 (Bakker et al., 2022). The maximum number possible for a
grid cell is 504 (42 years× 12 months). (b) The number of unique
calendar months in each grid cell where at least one observation has
been made since 1980. Red indicates grid cells where each month
(January–December) has been sampled at least once over the (more
than) 40-year time series, while white indicates grid cells with no
measurements over the length of the time series.

fewer than three unique months of the year, regardless of how
many years of data are available (Fig. 1b). Current efforts
utilize proxy variables and machine learning to identify re-
lationships between ocean carbon and better-observed vari-
ables (often SST, chlorophyll, mixed layer depth, etc.) and
then through those relationships extrapolate available ocean
f CO2 to fill the missing months of the seasonal cycle. Un-
like those methods (e.g., methods compared by Rödenbeck
et al., 2015), we do not utilize any proxy variables in this
method and only rely on available f COoce

2 values in the SO-
CAT database to estimate the seasonal climatology. Hence,
this effort provides a complementary alternative interpola-
tion method to other approaches.

2.4 Atmospheric fCO2

For the calculation of atmospheric carbon dioxide, we
utilize zonally invariant NOAA marine boundary layer
(MBL) xCO2 values which are reported in units of ppm
or µmolmol−1 (Lan et al., 2023) and provided with each
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observation in the SOCAT dataset. In order to calculate
f COatm

2 values from MBL xCOatm
2 values, we follow stan-

dard operating procedures and equations outlined in Dickson
et al. (2007) and use the SST, salinity, and sea level pres-
sure observations also reported for each value in the SOCAT
database (Bakker et al., 2022). The SST (more specifically
ship intake temperature) is measured concurrently with sur-
face ocean CO2, sea level pressure is from NCEP, and sur-
face salinity is from the World Ocean Atlas (WOA). 1f CO2
(1f CO2) is calculated by subtracting corresponding atmo-
spheric values from ocean values (f COoce

2 − f COatm
2 ).

3 Methods

3.1 Normalization to a reference year

In previous versions of the LDEO climatology, emphasis was
placed on the calculation of trends in surface ocean carbon
levels for all regions of the global ocean. These trends were
used to normalize all available observations to one reference
year by correcting for the estimated change that would be ex-
pected between the collection date of the observation and the
reference year. In this updated climatology, we use 1f CO2
values as input to the algorithm rather than allowing for the
adjustment of f COoce

2 to a specific reference year. A similar
methodology was used in early versions of the LDEO clima-
tology (i.e., T-1997).

By utilizing this method to collapse all available data to
1 year, we make the assumption (as made by T-1997) that
the ocean and atmosphere are changing at the same rate
and thus that the 1f CO2 has been constant over the (more
than) 40 years of observations. This assumption allows for
a standard method for the normalization of all observations
to 1 calendar year. This method is utilized in contrast to the
most recent LDEO climatologies where trends over distinct
time periods were investigated and where one trend was then
selected for use in time-normalization throughout much of
the global ocean (i.e., T-2002, T-2009a, and T-2014).

Atmospheric pCO2 change drives rising ocean pCO2, and
surface ocean carbon concentrations follow atmospheric in-
creases on multidecadal timescales and over large regions
and on the global scale (Fay and McKinley, 2013; McKinley
et al., 2020). Large synthesis efforts by those in the global
ocean carbon community show that even if ocean trends are
larger/smaller than the atmosphere on decadal or multi-year
time periods, when considering the longest time periods, the
atmosphere and ocean carbon trends are statistically indistin-
guishable over much of the global ocean (Fay and McKinley,
2013; Tjiputra et al., 2014). While the Tjiputra et al. (2014)
and Fay and McKinley (2013) efforts consider large regional
analyses, Bates et al. (2014) provide a synthesis of trends in
pCO2 at long-term observing stations, with most of the sta-
tions showing a match to the rise in atmospheric CO2 con-
centration (Tanhua et al., 2015).

Table S1 in the Supplement shows biome-scale mean
f CO2 trends computed using all available 1°× 1° grid cells
with observations in the gridded product released as part
of SOCATv2022 (Sabine et al., 2013). We present seasonal
trends for each biome due to seasonal sampling bias over
much of the global oceans. Similar to T-2009a (see Tables 1–
5 of T-2009a), trends for different ocean regions vary signifi-
cantly (Table S1) due in part to differing years with available
data across ocean regions (Fig. S5 in the Supplement). Ob-
servations within the Indian Ocean, for example, and other
regions with blue shading in Fig. S5 are weighted towards
the 1980s and 1990s, while regions stretching across the
North Atlantic and North Pacific have been heavily sampled
over the last 2 decades with ships of opportunity. These well
sampled regions have median years of collected observations
later than 2010 (areas with red shading in Fig. S5).

Recent studies (Friedlingstein et al., 2022) demonstrate
that, globally, the oceans lag slightly behind the atmosphere
in terms of rates of carbon increase; thus, 1f CO2 has be-
come increasingly negative as noted above. The central cli-
matological year represented by our method is thus some-
what ambiguous regionally, though globally it is centered
at about 2010. The median year of all f CO2 observations
collected in SOCATv2022 greater than 100 km from land is
2013. Since observations are more densely clustered in the
recent period, observations in the early period may have a
greater weight in determining climatological values. Given
global trends, our approach may estimate a smaller ocean
sink in regions where the ocean was sampled more heavily
early in the time period (e.g., blue shading in Fig. S5) and a
greater ocean sink in regions with heavy recent sampling (red
shading in Fig. S5). We acknowledge that the assumption of
a constant 1f CO2 does not take into account the long-term
trend in 1f CO2; however, our simplified approach avoids
application of trends determined for well-observed regions
and time periods across poorly observed regions and time
periods.

We conducted a sensitivity analysis to demonstrate the
impact of the 1f CO2 method implemented in this ver-
sion versus a normalization approach similar to that ap-
plied in T-2009a. Specifically, we assumed a homogeneous
1.5 µatm yr−1 trend in f COoce

2 for all regions and years
and normalized available observations to a reference year of
2010. Spatial maps of the differences in f CO2 for the year
2010 for the normalization approach versus 1f CO2 method
are shown in the Supplement (Fig. S6). Globally, the annual
ocean uptake created using the 1.5 µatm yr−1 normalization
method (T-2009a) is within 3 % of the 1f CO2 method (this
analysis); specifically, the values are −1.85 Pg C yr−1 versus
−1.79 Pg C yr−1 for the 1.5 µatm yr−1 normalization method
and the presented 1f CO2 approach, respectively, for a ref-
erence year of 2010.
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3.2 Method for time–space interpolation

The method for spatial interpolation and day of year utilized
in the climatology has not changed from the previous ver-
sions (e.g., T-2009a). As described above, 1f CO2 values
are used to compile observations into one reference year in
contrast to the time-normalization approach of T-2009a. The
spatial interpolation scheme requires that all observations are
binned into 4°× 5° grids for each day of the year. In some ar-
eas of the global ocean, such as the northern and equatorial
ocean regions, there are observations in a majority of the pix-
els. However, vast expanses in the Southern Hemisphere have
few observations in each pixel and there are many pixels that
contain no observations at all (Fig. 1).

We follow the same methodology as T-2009a for binning
observations in sparsely sampled grid cells south of 12° S.
Here, spatial binning is increased by 4 and 5° longitude and
latitude, respectively, extending from the center of each grid
cell. This creates a grid of overlapping 8°× 10° grid cells.
Additionally, bins include the day before and after a given
day of year. The mean is computed by weighting measured
values inversely proportional to their time–space distance
from the pixel center. After the above procedures are applied,
more than 50 % of the space–time pixels over the global
oceans are filled.

To estimate the 1f CO2 values in the remaining cells, an
interpolation equation based on the 2-D diffusion–advection
transport of surface waters is used, as in T-2009a. The equa-
tion is discretized onto a 4°× 5° grid for the global ocean,
and it is solved iteratively using a finite difference algorithm
(Takahashi et al., 1995; T-1997). The method avoids singu-
larities at the poles by assigning land to each high-latitude
region (Antarctica in the south and treating the highest lat-
itudes of the Arctic Ocean as land in the north). With this
method, the resulting 1f CO2 values are the solutions ob-
tained after 500 iterations, as previously determined on the
basis of interpolation experiments of temperature values (T-
2009a).

With this interpolation scheme, observed 1f CO2 values
where available are preserved, and the continuity equation is
used to compute values for grid cells that have no observa-
tions. Consistent with previous iterations of this approach,
the combined effects of internal sources and sinks of carbon,
CO2 exchange with the atmosphere, and upwelling of deep
waters are all assumed to be included in the analysis of the
observations that feed into the interpolation scheme. Uncer-
tainties persist due to the sparsity of input data, normaliza-
tion to a reference year, and the space–time interpolation. In
part to address these uncertainties, we report only monthly
means.

To maintain consistency with similar products and input
datasets for flux calculations, we downscale to 1° boxes by
assigning all twenty 1°× 1° pixels in a 4°× 5° grid cell the
same 1f CO2 value. When calculating sea–air fluxes, be-
cause the other inputs to the flux calculation such as wind

speed are varying on a 1°× 1° resolution grid, differences
in the gridded flux climatology emerge on this finer spatial
scale.

3.3 Flux calculation method: pySeaFlux

To assess the near-global ocean carbon sink associated with
these 1f CO2 estimates, air–sea CO2 exchange must be cal-
culated. The gridded monthly 1°× 1° 1f CO2 values were
used to compute air–sea CO2 fluxes using the bulk formula-
tion with Python package pySeaFlux v1.3.1 (https://github.
com/lukegre/SeaFlux, last access: 1 June 2023; Gregor and
Fay, 2021). The net sea–air CO2 flux (F ) is estimated using

Flux= kw · sol · (f COoce
2 − f COatm

2 ) · (1− ice) (1)

where kw is the gas transfer velocity, sol is the solubility
of CO2 in seawater (in units of mol m−3 µatm−1), f COoce

2
is the partial pressure of carbon in the surface ocean (in
µatm), and f COatm

2 (in units of µatm) represents the atmo-
spheric CO2 levels in the marine boundary layer. Finally,
to account for the seasonal ice cover at high latitudes, the
fluxes are weighted by one minus the ice fraction (ice), i.e.,
the open ocean fraction. By utilizing the pySeaFlux pack-
age (Fay et al., 2021; Gregor and Fay, 2021), we are able
to include multiple scaled gas transfer velocities for three
different wind products, and our resulting flux estimate is
a mean of the three. Additional inputs to the flux calcu-
lation include EN4.2.2 salinity (Good et al., 2013), SST
and ice fraction from NOAA Optimum Interpolation Sea
Surface Temperature V2 (OISSTv2; Reynolds et al., 2002),
and European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) ERA5 sea level pressure (Hersbach et al., 2023).
Finally, surface winds and the associated wind scaling fac-
tor for the Cross-Calibrated Multi-Platform v2 (CCMP2; At-
las et al., 2011), the Japanese 55-year Reanalysis (JRA-55;
Kobayashi et al., 2015), and the ECMWF ERA5 (Hersbach
et al., 2023) reanalysis products are used.

Fluxes reported here use inputs from the year 2010 for the
kw, sol, and ice fraction variables. Alternatively, we have cal-
culated fluxes using a mean over a 17-year time period cen-
tered on the year 2010. This yields a very similar value with
the mean difference being a 0.04 Pg C yr−1 increase in esti-
mated carbon uptake.

4 Results

4.1 Climatological mean distribution of surface water
∆fCO2

4.1.1 Global

The near-global 12-month climatological mean distribution
of 1f CO2 (f COoce

2 minus f COair
2 ) is reported for the SO-

CAT database (Fig. 2; Fay et al., 2023). Evident in the
mapped climatology are the large-scale patterns across the
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global ocean: the consistent high (positive) 1f CO2 values in
the equatorial Pacific region where upwelling is a dominant
influence and low (negative) values of 1f CO2 in the North
Atlantic region where evaporation leads to increased salinity
and cooling, driving strong uptake of carbon and subduction
of surface waters.

A near-global mean climatology curve shows a bimodal
shape in 1f CO2, with a smaller peak in boreal spring
(March/April) and a much larger peak in late boreal sum-
mer (August/September), clearly driven by the hemispheric
seasonal cycles (Fig. 2a). The global curve reaches its min-
imum in November and begins a recovery throughout the
boreal winter before dipping again to a springtime mini-
mum in June. The near-global annual mean 1f CO2 value
is −4.1 µatm (with temporal standard deviation equal to
1.6 µatm), and it is notable that the global mean 1f CO2
value is below zero for every month of the year, suggest-
ing that seasonally the global ocean mean is a perpetual car-
bon sink with expansive regions of uptake nearly always out-
weighing smaller regions of efflux (Figs. 2, 3). On the other
hand, the northern and southern hemispheric seasonal cycles
each exhibit peaks in 1f CO2 above zero during their corre-
sponding warm/summer months (Fig. 2a).

4.1.2 Regional

To show the seasonal changes in 1f CO2 more clearly, it
is valuable to consider the patterns exhibited over consistent
biogeochemical regions around the globe. For this analysis,
we utilize the biomes of Fay and McKinley (2014), but for
simplicity we combine the seasonally stratified and perma-
nently stratified subtropical biomes into one region in the
Northern Hemisphere (referred to simply as subtropical in
this article). Monthly climatologies for each of the biomes
are shown (Fig. 4) in addition to the grid-scale maps for each
climatological month which allows for further regional in-
terpretation (Fig. 3). Table 1 lists the annual mean 1f CO2
values in each of these regions.

The equatorial regions of the Pacific and Atlantic oceans
have positive 1f CO2 values throughout the annual cycle
and little seasonal variability. This indicates that the area is
a source of CO2 to the atmosphere year round. The equato-
rial Pacific (Fig. 4b) has the highest positive 1f CO2 values
(annual mean= 35.4 µatm), followed by the tropical Atlantic
(Fig. 4a; annual mean= 14.8 µatm).

The subtropical biomes, representing the temperate North
and South Atlantic and Pacific basins exhibit large sea-
sonal 1f CO2 cycles which change sign throughout the year.
Here, the 1f CO2 cycle is largely temperature driven. Pos-
itive 1f CO2 in warm summer months and negative values
in colder winter months, reflecting the dominance of sea-
sonal temperature changes on the cycles of ocean f CO2
in these regions. The seasonal amplitude for the subtropi-
cal North Pacific is 44.7 µatm, and it is slightly larger than
the seasonal amplitude in the subtropical North Atlantic

(42.7 µatm). Since the mean seasonal amplitudes for SST are
quite similar in these two ocean basins, with the Atlantic hav-
ing a slightly larger seasonal change in surface temperature
(4.4 °C in Pacific and 5.0 °C in Atlantic; not shown), the dif-
ference in 1f CO2 amplitudes between the Pacific and At-
lantic subtropical regions cannot be attributed solely to SST,
and it may reflect differences in biogeochemical cycling be-
tween these two basins.

Seasonal changes in the northern subtropical oceans are
roughly 6 months out of phase from the southern subtrop-
ical biomes. The South Pacific subtropical biome has a sea-
sonal amplitude of 29.8 µatm which is nearly 15 µatm smaller
than that of the North Pacific subtropical biome. In con-
trast, the seasonal amplitude of the South Atlantic subtrop-
ical basin is just 1 µatm smaller than its counterpart in the
North Atlantic (the South Atlantic subtropical amplitude is
41.7 µatm). The Indian Ocean subtropical biome which en-
compasses most of the Indian Ocean, both above and below
the Equator, has a smaller 1f CO2 amplitude (22.3 µatm),
but the phasing matches well with both the South Pacific
and South Atlantic subtropical biomes, with peak (positive)
1f CO2 values in February and the lowest values in August.
The smaller 1f CO2 seasonal amplitudes in the Indian and
South Pacific subtropical basins are partially attributable to
lower SST variability in these regions (SST seasonal cycle
amplitudes are 4.0 and 3.0 °C in the South Pacific and Indian
subtropics, respectively, compared to 4.6 °C in the subtropi-
cal South Atlantic). However, it is likely that both differences
in spatiotemporal patterns of primary productivity and under-
sampling in the South Pacific and Indian subtropics (Fig. 1)
also contribute to differences in 1f CO2 seasonal amplitudes
between these basins.

The timing of the 1f CO2 trough in the subpolar regions
is opposite that of the subtropical North Pacific and Atlantic
basins. Strongly negative 1f CO2 in the spring and summer
months is due to the effects of intense biological drawdown
which quickly and dramatically lowers carbon levels in the
subpolar surface ocean with the onset of the growing sea-
son. Biological productivity and strong spring/summer strat-
ification result in subpolar seasonal cycles that are roughly 4
to 6 months out of phase compared to adjacent subtropical
regions. In the Atlantic subpolar biome, 1f CO2 values are
consistently below zero throughout the annual cycle (a max-
imum of −15.1 µatm occurs in February). In the subpolar
North Pacific basin, positive 1f CO2 values are present over
the boreal winter (January–March) before biological draw-
down associated with the spring bloom lowers the 1f CO2
values back below zero for the remainder of the year. The
spring drawdown is weaker in the subpolar North Pacific
compared to the subpolar North Atlantic.

Figure 4c displays the seasonal cycle for the Southern
Ocean biomes including the seasonal ice biome, the subpo-
lar region, and the seasonally stratified subtropical region of
the Southern Hemisphere. The higher latitude subtropical re-
gion has negative 1f CO2 values throughout the year and
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Figure 2. (a) Global mean and Northern Hemisphere and Southern Hemisphere 1f CO2 seasonal climatology from the SOCAT database.
(b) Map of annual 1f CO2 climatology.

a relatively small seasonal 1f CO2 amplitude compared to
the more expansive South Atlantic, South Pacific and Indian
subtropical basins to the north. The mean 1f CO2 and sea-
sonal amplitude for the Southern Ocean subtropical region is
−22.5 and 9.0 µatm, respectively.

The Southern Ocean subpolar and ice biomes both have
relatively strong seasonal cycles, reaching maximums of
1f CO2 near and slightly above zero, respectively, during
the late austral winter and early austral spring (Fig. 4c). This
positive peak during July through October in the Southern
Ocean seasonal ice zone is influenced by under-ice verti-
cal mixing with deep waters that contain excess carbon and
nutrients. During the austral spring and summer months, in-
tense phytoplankton blooms occur near and around the edges
of the retreating sea ice in the seasonal ice zone and within
the subpolar region. These blooms cause dramatic drops in
1f CO2 values at the end of the calendar year (October–
December). Limited sampling and smoothing from the inter-
polation method fail to capture the high spatiotemporal vari-
ability that characterizes this highly dynamic region.

4.2 Net air–sea CO2 flux

The mean climatological global air–sea CO2 flux estimate
using the SOCAT database is −1.79 Pg C yr−1, indicating
uptake of carbon by the ocean. This is a slightly greater
flux into the ocean than the direct estimate from the previ-
ous version of the climatology (T-2009a), which reported a
direct estimated global mean flux of −1.4 Pg C yr−1 for the
year 2000. For the uncertainty in global ocean–atmosphere
CO2 flux, we use the methods described in T-2009a with
updated uncertainty estimates as reported when applicable.
Wanninkhof et al. (2013) followed the same approach as T-
2009a with consideration of updated synthesis work (Ho et
al., 2011). Our approach combines uncertainty contributions
from the spatial (13 % or ±0.23 Pg C yr−1; T-2009a) and

temporal (±0.5 Pg C yr−1; T-2009a) sampling of 1f CO2 as
well as smaller contributions for the uncertainty in the gas
exchange parameterization (20 % or ±0.36 Pg C yr−1; Wan-
ninkhof, 2014), wind (±0.09 Pg C yr−1; Fay et al., 2021),
and riverine carbon (±0.2 Pg C yr−1; Jacobson et al., 2007).
This yields an uncertainty estimate of ±0.7 Pg C yr−1 (when
summed in quadrature) on our mean climatological global
air–sea CO2 flux estimate.

Results discussing the net flux produced from the LDEO
pCO2 database climatology are included in the Supplement.

4.2.1 Mean annual distribution

The near-global mean flux estimate presented here repre-
sents 90 % of the surface area of the global ocean. Specifi-
cally, this estimate excludes the coastal ocean and areas of
the high-latitude seas. We have chosen to present the near-
global flux value discussed above without any adjustment
which could account for missing areas. Suggested methods
for filling missing ocean areas in such reconstructions are
available in Fay et al. (2021) but are not implemented in this
climatology to remain consistent with its previous versions.
An estimate of the flux from regions missing from this prod-
uct can be obtained by using the full-coverage pCO2 clima-
tology combining open and coastal oceans (Landschützer et
al., 2020). Considering only grid cells in the Landschützer
et al. (2020) product that are missing in this climatology, we
estimate an annual average coastal and high-latitude flux of
−0.38 Pg C yr−1. The flux adjustment for missing areas of
this climatology varies throughout the seasonal cycle, rang-
ing from −0.43 to −0.31 Pg C yr−1 during the 12 months of
the climatology. This quantity is not included in the climato-
logical estimate presented here.

Figure 5 shows the climatological mean annual sea–air
CO2 flux (mol m−2 yr−1) and maps of two seasons (DJF
and JJA) are displayed in Fig. 6. Annual mean sea–air CO2
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Figure 3. Monthly mean values for sea–air 1f CO2. Warm colors indicate positive 1f CO2 (ocean is greater than atmospheric CO2), white
indicates near zero 1f CO2, and cool colors indicate negative 1f CO2 (ocean CO2 is lower than the atmosphere).

flux values for the ocean regions are summarized in Table 1.
The equatorial Pacific is the most prominent atmospheric
CO2 source region, with a seasonally persistent sea-to-air
flux of 0.35 Pg C yr−1. When combined with the equatorial
Atlantic region, the tropical belt emits an annual mean of
0.39 Pg C yr−1 to the atmosphere. Adjacent to this tropical
efflux zone are vast expanses of seasonally variable flux pat-

terns. The subtropical basins in both hemispheres act as CO2
sinks in the cooler months and transition to regions of neutral
or small CO2 sources during the warmer months. At higher
subtropical latitudes, strong winds and relatively low ocean
f CO2 values occur along the subtropical convergence zone
where the cooled subtropical gyre waters with low f CO2
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Figure 4. Monthly climatology of 1f CO2 for each regional ocean biome in the (a) Atlantic, (b) Pacific, and (c) Indian and Southern Ocean
basins. (d) Map of regional biomes. Colors of curves correspond to regions on the map in panel (d), with labels in matching colored text.
Note that the y axis varies between subplots. Values for each region’s annual mean and standard deviations are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Mean annual f CO2 and flux in global open ocean biomes (Fay and McKinley, 2014). Value in parentheses is 1 standard deviation
over the 12-month climatology. Area of each biome is also included. NP: North Pacific; SP: South Pacific; NA: North Atlantic; SA: South
Atlantic; SO: Southern Ocean. SPSS: subpolar seasonally stratified; STSS: subtropical seasonally stratified. Northern Hemisphere subtropical
regions are reported to match the regions shown in Fig. 4 (combining the permanently and seasonally stratified subtropical biomes from Fay
and McKinley, 2014, into one).

Biome 1f CO2 (µatm) Flux (Pg C yr−1) Area (106 km2)

NP ice −24.6 (9) −0.02 (0.02) 4.2
NP SPSS −11.5 (12) −0.11 (0.11) 12.8
NP subtropics −8.2 (16) −0.40 (0.53) 47.9
Pacific equ. 35 (2) 0.35 (0.03) 26.4
SP subtropics −2.3 (10) −0.14 (0.31) 52.7
NA ice −19.3 (4) −0.04 (0.01) 4.5
NA SPSS −36.2 (17) −0.27 (0.08) 9.7
NA subtropics −10.0 (16) −0.24 (0.26) 23.4
Atlantic equ. 14.7 (3) 0.04 (0.01) 7.4
SA subtropics 5.6 (14) 0.01 (0.12) 18.1
Indian subtropics −4.5 (8) −0.18 (0.16) 35.9
SO STSS −22.1 (3) −0.59 (0.06) 29.6
SO SPSS −6.0 (6) −0.21 (0.22) 30.7
SO ice −6.8 (14) −0.08 (0.12) 18.7
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Figure 5. Annual mean CO2 flux calculated from the SOCAT
database. Flux is calculated using the SeaFlux method using the
mean of three wind speed reanalysis products. Warm and cool col-
ors indicate regions of carbon efflux and uptake, respectively. The
near-global mean flux is −1.79 Pg C yr−1.

values meet the subpolar waters with biologically lowered
f CO2.

The Northern Hemisphere mid- and high-latitude regions
represent a smaller sink compared to the corresponding re-
gions of the Southern Hemisphere (Table 1), largely due to
the overall greater surface area of the oceans in the Southern
Hemisphere (oceans south of 35° S are 25 % of total global
ocean area, while oceans north of 35° N are 15 % of total
ocean area). The dramatic influence of the expansive South-
ern Hemisphere oceans is also demonstrated by the large flux
in the Southern Ocean subtropical region (−0.59 Pg C yr−1)
that represents 8 % of the global ocean surface area.

Moving poleward, a strong sink (−0.27 Pg C yr−1) occurs
in the North Atlantic subpolar region which includes the
Nordic Seas and the portions of the Arctic Ocean which con-
tain observations. This strong localized carbon sink is at-
tributed to the import of low anthropogenic waters at depth
in the Gulf Stream that are exposed as mixed layers deepen
(Ridge and McKinley, 2020) and to large phytoplankton
blooms in spring followed by cooling in winter. In the South-
ern Ocean, annual mean CO2 flux is heterogeneous and rel-
atively small in the seasonal ice zone due to the ice cover
that reduces sea–air gas transfer in winter. Additionally, the
small annual flux values in the Southern Ocean subpolar and
ice regions (−0.21 and −0.08 Pg C yr−1, respectively) are a
result of a cancellation of the seasonal source (winter) and
sink (summer) fluxes.

4.2.2 Seasonal variation of sea–air CO2 flux

Seasonal variations in air–sea fluxes are clearly seen in the
climatology (Fig. 6) and are attributed to a combination of
effects including fluctuations in SSTs, biological uptake of
carbon dioxide, and mixing and wind speeds.

The seasonal variability of fluxes in higher latitudes of the
subtropics in the Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific oceans cause
an oscillation from neutral or weak sources of CO2 to the
atmosphere in the warmer seasons to strong CO2 sinks in
the cooler or winter seasons. Water cools as it is transported
poleward by western boundary currents, allowing for carbon
uptake (Ayers and Lozier, 2012). In spring and summer, the
biological drawdown of carbon increases CO2 uptake by the
ocean, partially offset by increases in f CO2 due to warming.

Subtropical gyre regions also transition from weak sinks
in the winter seasons to weak sources in the summer sea-
sons, following the seasonal SST cycles and reflecting the
dominance of temperature effects in controlling the seasonal
variability in the f CO2 and sea–air fluxes in oligotrophic
gyres. In tropical low-latitude regions, seasonality is gener-
ally smaller; however, localized hot spots of high variability
and large fluxes do exist, such as in the northwestern Indian
Ocean where the strong summer monsoon winds force up-
welling of carbon-rich subsurface waters and cause high gas
transfer rates in this region (Chen and Tsunogai, 2019; T-
2002; Sabine et al., 2000). The equatorial Pacific and Atlantic
show little seasonal variability in CO2 flux with a persistent
efflux throughout the year.

In the Southern Ocean, there is a consistent region of mod-
erate carbon source waters located in the Atlantic and In-
dian Ocean sector south of 45° S latitude during the austral
winter (Fig. 6b). The source in the Southern Ocean region
could be influenced by high f CO2 waters from margins of
the Antarctic sea-ice field given that the efflux values occur
during the austral winter months (JJA). As the seasons tran-
sition to warmer temperatures and the ice edge recedes, this
region is impacted by high rates of photosynthesis, causing
f CO2 drawdown and resulting in a transition to moderate
carbon sinks during the austral summer (DJF). Another pos-
sibility is that the austral winter carbon source is linked to
deep mixing and/or upwelling water which would bring an
import of high dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) to the sur-
face layers. Given the limited number of observations, par-
ticularly in winter in the Southern Ocean (Fig. 1), confidence
in the resulting climatology is lower in this region.

5 Discussion

It should be noted that there is not one specific reference year
for this release of the 1f CO2 climatology as was the case for
previous releases (e.g., the year 2000 reference in T-2009a).
Instead, this climatology represents a multidecadal time pe-
riod, beginning in 1980, with the majority of observations
feeding into the climatology collected after 2010. Therefore,
while the 1f CO2 climatology is not reported for a specific
reference year, it is most representative of the conditions over
the past 2 decades. We note, however, that the flux estimates
given in this analysis are based on inputs from a single year,
the year 2010, as described above in Sect. 3.3 (comparison
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Figure 6. Season sea–air CO2 flux (mol C m−2 yr−1) climatol-
ogy for (a) December–January–February (DJF) and (b) June–July–
August (JJA). Positive values (warm colors) indicate sea-to-air
fluxes (ocean efflux), and negative values (cool colors) indicate air-
to-sea fluxes (ocean uptake).

of flux estimates using 2010 inputs and averages over sev-
eral decades yield very similar results, also as described in
Sect. 3.3).

5.1 Comparison with the T-2009a climatology

In the previous release of this climatology (T-2009a), pCO2
values were corrected to a reference year of 2000 using a
mean atmospheric CO2 increase rate of 1.5 µatmyr−1 over
the entire ocean area with the exception of the Bering Sea,
where the observed rate of −1.2 µatmyr−1 was used. In our
updated method described above (Sect. 3.1), we eliminate the
need to apply a normalization rate for observations and in-
stead calculate a 1f CO2 value for each observation using a
colocated concurrent atmospheric f CO2 value. We note that
T-2014 presents a more updated pCO2 climatology than T-
2009a. Since T-2014 emphasizes climatologies for the other
carbonate system variables (pH, dissolved inorganic carbon,
and total alkalinity) and omits estimation of fluxes, we focus
our comparison on values presented in T-2009a.

Spatial differences between the climatology created from
surface water 1f CO2 values using the methods discussed
above and the approach of T-2009a (3 million observations)
are shown in Fig. 7 for the months of February and August
– months were selected for consistency with past compar-
isons presented in T-2009a and T-2002. The differences be-
tween this updated release and previous versions producing
climatologies for reference years 2000 (T-2009a) and 1990
(T-1997) are unlikely to represent real change in the oceans
over time, but they instead primarily reflect the impact of the
greatly expanded database as well as the use of the 1f CO2
approach as opposed to the time-normalization method of T-
2009a (Fig. S9).

The most significant regional differences between this up-
dated version and that of T-2009a are observed over the sub-
polar North Atlantic, the subtropical Southeast Pacific, and
portions of the Southern Ocean. In the North Atlantic, dif-
ferences between versions are largest in the boreal winter
(February map, top panel of Fig. 7) when the updated clima-
tology exhibits less uptake compared to the T-2009a version
(positive values on the map indicate more negative values in
the T-2009a version). Differences in the North Atlantic can
be at least partially attributed to the much greater availabil-
ity of observations in this region between the two databases
(Figs. 1, S1, S9). This is discussed in further detail in the
Supplement text.

The Southeast Pacific is an area with very limited obser-
vations, but a few key datasets have been included in the SO-
CAT database since 2010. Figure 1 shows that despite these
recent additions to SOCAT, there are still only a few observa-
tions covering this region. Comparison of Fig. 3 in this study
with Fig. 9 of T-2009a suggests that the additional datasets
in SOCATv2022 result in a more defined seasonal cycle for
f CO2 in the subtropical Southeast Pacific in the current re-
lease. Specifically, the map of differences shown in Fig. 7
shows that this region is a greater source of carbon to the at-
mosphere in austral summer and a greater sink in austral win-
ter compared to T-2009a (compare also Fig. 6 of this study
with Fig. 15 of T-2009a). In contrast, monthly maps included
in Fig. 3 of T-2009a show little seasonal contrast in 1pCO2
likely due to a lack of observations.

In the Southern Ocean region during austral winter (Au-
gust), 1f CO2 values are more negative in the current ver-
sion compared to T-2009a. The Southern Ocean is also a re-
gion of limited data availability, particularly in austral winter,
but one where SOCATv2022 also includes several datasets
added in the past decade that have an outsized influence on
the resulting climatology.

5.2 Comparison to other flux estimates

The estimate presented here for annual global mean carbon
flux (−1.79 Pg C yr−1) represents slightly less uptake than
reported by other studies, but given uncertainties, as well
as differing time frames, spatial coverage, and gap-filling
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Figure 7. Difference maps for the surface water 1f CO2 climatol-
ogy produced by this study using SOCAT and that from T-2009a
(maps show this study minus T-2009a) in (a) February and (b) Au-
gust. In T-2009a, the 1CO2 values are reported as pCO2, and here
we are using f CO2.

methodologies, our estimate compares closely with current
estimates similarly based on observed surface ocean f CO2.

To compare our new climatological estimate of contem-
porary air–sea net flux from surface ocean f CO2 with es-
timates of the anthropogenic carbon flux from interior data
(e.g., Gruber et al., 2019) or estimates from global ocean bio-
geochemical models (e.g., Friedlingstein et al., 2022; Hauck
et al., 2020), it is necessary to account for the outgassing of
natural carbon supplied to the ocean by rivers. This riverine
estimate varies significantly in magnitude between studies
and continues to be a research focus for the ocean carbon
community. Therefore, we focus on comparisons between
our climatological estimate and a mean carbon flux estimate
from an ensemble of observation-based pCO2 products in-
cluded in the SeaFlux product (Fay et al., 2021).

The SeaFlux products span the years 1985–2020, are all
similarly based on the SOCAT database, but employ vari-
ous methods of machine learning and interpolation to pro-
duce full-coverage ocean carbon maps. For this compar-
ison, a climatology of the SeaFlux product is produced,
and fluxes are calculated in the same manner as for the

climatology presented here. Following this approach, the
SeaFlux climatology ensemble yields a global mean flux
of −2.10 Pg C yr−1, which represents a slightly larger flux
into the ocean than that produced by the updated clima-
tology (−1.79± 0.7 Pg C yr−1). The differences in global
flux can be attributed to the true global coverage of the
SeaFlux product relative to the 90 % global ocean cover-
age of this study. As mentioned above in Sect. 4.2, an esti-
mate of missing coastal and high-latitude fluxes increases the
ocean carbon uptake estimate for this climatology by roughly
0.38 Pg C yr−1. Adding this additional flux brings our anal-
ysis within 0.1 Pg C yr−1 of the SeaFlux ensemble (−2.17
versus −2.10 Pg C yr−1 for this analysis versus the SeaFlux
estimate, respectively).

Spatially, comparison of the SeaFlux ensemble of products
to our climatology shows strong agreement in overall pat-
terns but significant differences in the mid- and high-latitude
Southern Hemisphere oceans (Fig. 8). Gloege et al. (2021)
analyzed a machine learning method’s ability to reconstruct
global carbon fluxes from available observations using a test-
bed approach and found the highest flux bias in the Southern
Ocean regions as well as an overestimation of decadal vari-
ability in this region. Given the limited availability of year-
round observations at high Southern Hemisphere latitudes,
and the resulting reliance on various gap-filling approaches,
it is not surprising that the largest differences between the cli-
matology presented here and the SeaFlux ensemble emerges
in this region. Significant differences between these clima-
tologies are also evident in the high latitude North Pacific
and North Atlantic, specifically in the boreal winter season
(Fig. 8a). Again, a lack of observations in these regions dur-
ing the winter season (Fig. 1) likely accounts for much of this
disagreement, with more reliance on the interpolation meth-
ods used by each method. Machine learning methods that
utilize proxy variables to estimate pCO2 in unsampled ar-
eas, such as those in the SeaFlux product, often rely on rela-
tionships derived from better-observed areas that are deemed
similar in biogeochemical characteristics and it is likely that
the mechanisms at these high-latitude locations are not ac-
curately captured by any available interpolation methods.
This is also a current focus of research for the ocean-carbon-
observing community.

6 Data availability

The updated climatology is available via the Na-
tional Center for Environmental Information (NCEI) at
https://doi.org/10.25921/295g-sn13 (Fay et al., 2023).

7 Conclusion

An updated climatological mean distribution for 1f CO2
(surface water minus atmosphere) using the methods of T-
2009a is presented. This climatology is based on approxi-
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Figure 8. Difference map for carbon fluxes (mol m−2 yr−1) cal-
culated from this 1f CO2 climatology and fluxes reported by an
ensemble of observation-based products included in the SeaFlux
product for (a) boreal winter, DJF, and (b) boreal summer, JJA. Map
shows the difference defined as this study minus SeaFlux. Note that
white areas at the poles are due to ice coverage extent (and there-
fore no value reported in the climatology) and not a flux difference
of zero.

mately 7 times more open ocean observations from the SO-
CATv2022 database (over 21 million values, spanning years
1980–2021) compared to the 3 million data values used in T-
2009a (and more than 3 times the approximately 6.5 million
observations used in T-2014). In this updated climatology,
observations made during El Niño periods over the equato-
rial Pacific are included, unlike climatologies presented by
T-1997, T-2002, T-2009a, and T-2014. In addition to coastal
waters, the highest latitudes of the Arctic and the Mediter-
ranean Sea are also excluded as in all previous LDEO clima-
tologies.

To develop a climatology from data collected over multi-
ple decades during which f CO2 experienced a large secular
trend, we calculate 1f CO2 values for each day and grid cell
before collapsing all available data onto one climatological
year. This method follows the assumption made in previous
iterations of this climatology (T-1997) that the ocean surface
carbon value follows the rate of increase in the atmospheric

f CO2, such that 1f CO2 is constant over time. Observed
1f CO2 is then interpolated in space–time using a lateral
two-dimensional diffusion–advection equation on a 4°× 5°
grid (Takahashi et al., 1995; T-1997; T-2002; T-2009a; T-
2014). Monthly mean 1f CO2 values for each pixel, down-
scaled to 1°× 1° resolution, are presented here. Net sea–air
CO2 flux is computed using the pySeaFlux package, follow-
ing the protocol presented in Fay et al. (2021).

Regional mean 1f CO2 values vary greatly among the
ocean basins (Figs. 3 and 4). The high-latitude North At-
lantic is the most intense CO2 sink per unit area as a re-
sult of both highly negative 1f CO2 (Fig. 3) and strong
winds. This is also the region with the largest differences be-
tween the climatologies created with previous versions of the
LDEO database and this version based on the SOCATv2022
database (Figs. 3 and 7). Globally, differences are due to
the greater abundance of observations over all regions of
the global oceans in the SOCAT database, but particularly
the greater seasonal coverage in the Southern Hemisphere
oceans and subpolar North Atlantic (Figs. 1, S1).

The annual mean uptake flux for the global open ocean
region is estimated to be −1.79± 0.7 Pg C yr−1 for 1980–
2021 (Figs. 5 and 6). Of the major ocean basins, the South-
ern Hemisphere ocean (south of 30° S) is the largest CO2
sink, taking up 1.22 Pg C yr−1, while the Northern Hemi-
sphere ocean (north of 30° N) takes up 0.93 Pg C yr−1. The
equatorial ocean region acts as the only year-round region of
carbon efflux to the atmosphere and emits 0.36 Pg C to the
atmosphere annually.

While over a million new shipboard f COoce
2 observations

have been made each year in the global oceans for the past
2 decades, there has been a notable decline in the observa-
tions submitted to SOCAT since 2017 (Bakker et al., 2022,
2023). This decline is due in part to the disruption by the
COVID-19 pandemic but also reflects a shift away from ship-
board pCO2 measurements. Given the lack of alternative ap-
proaches with which to assess spatial and temporal variabil-
ity in air–sea CO2 flux and the need for high accuracy ship-
board measurements (accuracy of < 2 µatm) to characterize
most regions of the global oceans, this trend to fewer obser-
vations is highly detrimental to carbon cycle research. This
is true both in regard to monitoring of ocean carbon uptake
and to monitoring of more uncertain fluxes such as those be-
tween the atmosphere and terrestrial biosphere since the high
uncertainty of independent terrestrial estimates necessitates
the monitoring of this flux by difference.
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